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JUNGIAN THEORY AND SOCTAL WORK PRACTICE
Herman Borenzweig
UNTVERSTTY OF SOUTHERN CALIFCRNIA
SCHOOI, OF SOCTA], VIORK
Introduction
Carl Jungts contnibutions to psychology, psycho-
therapy, and social science have had littfe impact upon
social wonk practice. Sociaf l,lor"k Abstr:acts1 io lisls
only one article2 where Jungian theory is utilized by
sociaf workers. McBroom3 has recently written an ariicle
"The Colfective Unconscious as a Unifying Concept inTeaching Human Behavior Cross Cufturally:" ff only two
anticles about Jungian psychology have appeared in the
social work titerature in the last twefvã- years it seems
safe to assume either that the ,fungian oriented sociaf
workers practice their Jung undenground and fail topublish on that Jung remains anathema to the profession.
fn pant one of this ar.ticfe an attempt will be madeto understand why sociaf work has chosen to ignore Jung r steachings. The ãornpatibility of Jungian and ãociaf wonktheory is the content of the second part of the paper.The paper prôoposes that the incorporation of ,lungiãn theor:yinto social wonk theory may inspire our future creativegrowth as a pnofession.
The Politics of Popufarity
fn one of his more intimate interchanges with a
colleague Freud spoke about his secret ambition to be
mone the writer tñan the psychotherapist.4 Freud utitiz-ing the great German authors Lessing and Goethe as hisliterary models , r¡/as an excelf ent wniter; Jungr s wr^iting
was_cumbelrsome and at times unintelfigible. As RobertBlys the contempor-ary poet who is a Jõngian p"t it, ,,Jung
with af1 his gneatness was not good witñ worãs. f am
somy about that. Anima and Animus are not very good
Ran k














































words to convey Jung's concepts." Partly because of his
excellent writing skill Freud oversnadowed Jung in the
published polemics about their theoretical differences.
Jung became disreputable because of alleged support
of the Nazi party during World War II.
In 1933 Jung took over the editorship of the
Zentralblatt fur Psychotherapy. in his first editorial
coment Jung stated: "That there are actural differences
between Germanic and Semitic psychology has long been
known to intelligent people. These differences are nolonger going to be obliterated, which can only be to the
advantage of science."6
To -cake a comment such as the prececing c-ne out ofcontext without understanding Junc as a human being does
him a grave injustice. Jung believed that the psyche of
each member, of each ethnic eroup contained The collective
unconscious mythology of the group. Within Jung's view
Germanic and Semitic mythologies; and cult-ures difer.
Lung was utterly bewildered and taken aback by the storm
that he had gathered about himself. He asked why it was
in order for him to discuss differences in French and
English psychology or Western and- Chinese psychology with-
out reorisal but could not do sc about Jews. His dis-
ciples many of them Jews felt his remarks were trulyinnocent of any derogatory or malicious politica) intent.1
UnfortunateIy junwg also believed an ancient myxh
that a great Reich would rise in Germany. le was too
slow to recognize That the government of Adolph Hittler
was not the fulfillment of this :nyrh. 8
Circumstantial evidence was gathered by some
reudians as amnmunition for their theoretical battle
with the Jungians designed. to associate Jung wi-th the
Reichsfuhrer of the Nazi Psychothera'.y Society. Appear-
n= sirultaneously to Junrcs editor ial statement in the
Zentralbiati mentioned above was Reichsfuhrer's -rofessor
Dr. M. H. Goring's statement to the Nazi chapter," the
society assumes of all *le:bers who are active as writers
or speakers that the have worked through in all scien-
'ific earnest Ado]nh Hitler's fundamental work T".cn Kamf"
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and that they acknowledge it as the basis of their work."9
IJ is ironic that Jung's contact with Dr. M. H. Goring,
a cousin of the notorious F-erman Goring, was for the
pu-rpcse or protecting his Jewish colleagues in Germany
and to nrovide them with some international status if
expelled from Germany.' 0
Our retrospective knowledge about Jung as a
humanitarian makes it inconceivable that he would
support the U7azi butchers. Jung's theory acknowledges
the imrerfection of man, human fallibility. Jung con-
fessed his own errors about the Nazis. Just as Jung
accented the shadow behavior of his clients and thus
cured them, 7et us try to understand and forgive Jung
for his self acknowledged errors. Jung's optimistic
clinical bent made him slow to condem-n the Nazis. He
had an optimistic hope that the Nazis were caablie of
relincuishing their madness. He confesses in a letter
dated Arril 20. 1946 that he had illusions about peoDle
when it came to Nazism. !- June confessed to the galiant
Rabbi Leo Eaeck: "I sliored up." (on the slippery
grounds of colitios.)12 Jung's mistake accordin2 to
jaffe!3 (and in his own opinion after the event) lay in
talking too much. Jaffe emphasizes the fact that Jung
was toc cotimistic and goes on to say, "which proves once
again the truism that a great scientist is not necessarily
a good politician."14 When Rabbi Baeck heard Jung's side
of the story at a. mee - they had in Zurich imediately
after the war Rabbi Baeck became completely reconciled to
Jung and announced this fact publicly.1 5 After meeting
the Nazi leaders Jung recognized that they were indeed
macm.en. To repeat Jung regretted that he was slow tc
recognize the Nazi barbarity and slow to declare his
anti-Nazism.
Jung's reputation and influence in America in the
1930's, 1940's and post war years suffered tremendously
given the anti-fascist and political climate of this era.
Of equal importance two aspects of the content Jungs
theory had to await their time for acceptance. Jung
reintroduces the feminine principle and the God complex
for the achievement of psychological wholeness. Both
concepts found infertile ground to take root and flourish
in a social cultural climate subsumed by predominantly
patriarchal and scientific world views.
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The aforementioned aspects of Jung's theory made
him unpopular and yet this paper pro-oses that it is
precisely these concezts that currently have relevance
for social work practice. The feminine princizle and the
Cod complex therefore can serve as logical transitionsinto the second part of this paper where they will be
more fully discussed.
The Potential Contribution of Jungian Theory to Social
Work Theory and to Social Work Practice.
For social worke-rs displeased with labellira
persons within diagnostic categories Jung offers the
nction of wholeness as opposed to pathology. Bach of us,
says Jung, achieves whcleness by integrating our persona
and shadow. The persona is our mask to the world: how we
choose to appear to others and how we choose to integrate
ourselves into society via our social rcles. ?erlmant s
Persona1 6 inediately offers congruence between Jungian
and social work .h.eory. In her text Perlman emhasizes
assisting the persons we work with to develon thoir work
and love roles ipse facto to develop a strong persona.
In contrast, -_he shadow contains aspects of our-
selves ecuivalent to what 11ary Stack Sullivan would call
"not me. Robaert Blv's 1 7 imagery about it can assist our
understandinQ of the shadow:
We cornse into [he world with three hun.dred
sixty degress of personality, -a full circle.
Then imagine a little black bag next to you
D..iace all the aspects of. yourself that your
parents, teachers, and other significant
persons train you to disown. If you are a
man you mTa-r nut your appropriate rage, your
tenderness into the black bag. if you're a
woman- you may out youIr aggressive scientific
propensit4cs into the black bag. Before ion
the war'c s-per sona-Iy car', De represented by
a . ece <,f the circle so bigO i16 the w-man's
personality can be represented by a piece of
circe so big 6.L'ssential aspects of both
their personal-ties are p.acefd into the black
ba., are lost in the shadow. Most of us spend
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eighteen years of our lives burying parts
of ourseLves into the shadow and spend the
next fifty years trying to recover them.
In the process of each spouse rediscover-
ing hi s or her shadow, a marital pair may
spend hundreds of hours finding out who
they really are and if they really belong
together.
Note the dialectic structure of Jung's concepts.
The self is the integration of the unity of opposites
namely the persona and shadow.
More imnortant for our discussion Freud and
many of his followers viewed the shadow as the sick
nart of ourselves. Jung says it is only when we try to
live out our shadow that we may get into difficulty with
our society. Viewing one's shadow nonpejoratively as an
unconscious undeveloped part of oneself is subtly ye-t
significantly different than disowning the shadow as a
sick part of oneself. When we counteract the depletion
of our energy required to guard against our erroneous
fears of the shadow's energy, when we incorporate the
energy available from the shadow into our self system,
we rediscover our naturally curious, lustfull, vital
selves and become free to explore, love, and creatively
engage our world. Robert Bly 18 describes his incorpora-
tion of his shadow s
I am fifty years old and I feel more alive
now than when I was younger. When you accept
your shadow when you no longer guard against
its energy your depression lifts.
Bly goes on to describe Jung's capacity to laugh
from the depths of his being, an examplar of what occurs
when one on longer fears and accents his own shadow.
Freud's concept of the id sounds similar to Jung's
concept of the shadow. The sub'tle difference between the
two are profound. To repeat for emphasis, to Freud the
shadow equivalent of the id.was to be defended against
through isolation, repression, denial, and other mechanisms
of defense. Freud's concept of sublimation, the capacity
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of the ego to incorporate id impulses and divert them
into higher social acts comes closest to Jung's view
abouL the shadow. AdarI 9 SuMs u; tne major difference
in Freud and Jung's major emphases. Adler speaks of
Freud's thrust as causative--reductive vs. Jung's thrust
as synthetic creative. Freud interpreted many aspects of
psychological phenomena as being "nothing but" 20 some-
thing that could be reduced to a lower level phenomena.
Freud reduced much of dysfunctional psychological
phenomena to the negative id which he viewed as the sewer
cf our sexual and aggressive drives. In contrast Jung
views the unconscious, nclusive o-F its shadow as an a
Driori source of our essence, of our life's task and our
creative energy. A cursory understanding of Jungian
theory may have already alerted the reader to the practice
implications of a theory where the major thrust is to
understand what a client's communications portend when
contrasted with a theory where the major thrust is to
understand what a client's communications tell us about
his nasT.
Jung's theory of personality types offers another
source for achieving wholeness of self. The theory of
personality types has the potential to offer us another
method for assessing therapist client compatibility. In
addition personality type theory has the potential to
assist us in the understanding of marital incomatibility
and marital caaibility.
Jung hypothesizes that the ego, the "little light'
which helps us adapt to our environment attempts this
adaptation by means of four basic forms of psychic
activity or major functions. Von Franz21 succinctly
describes these as follows:
1. The sensation function which consciously
reg1sters inner and outer facts, irratzirnally;
2. the thinking function by means of which our
conscious ego establishes a rational (that is
in accord with reason in general), logical
order among objects;
3. the feeling function, which rationally
establishes or, alternatively "selects"
hierarchies of value (this is more pleasant,
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more important, etc. than That);
4. the intuitive function which like sensa-
tion is irrational, which appears to be a
kind of perception via the unconscicus and
which seems to be mainly concerned with the
future possibilities of what is at hand.
(Intuition is not identical with fantasy which
Jung reagrds as a human capacity independent
of the functions, just as will is.)
Jung also hypothesizes that each of us in our
development cultivates and differentiates one function
more than the others and tends -to overdevelop this func-
tion for his adaptation. Undergirding the four functionsis uung's more basic dichotomy of introversion--extraver-
sion. These can be defined in short hand manner by usina
David Riesman's terms22 inner and outer directenness,
respectively. The underdeveloped functions Jung calls
our inferior functions. This is not to say for example
that sensation is inferior to thinking or to say that
extraversion is more desirable than introversion. in
fact we often project both our needs and deficits upon
other persons. Opposites may attract and marry or may not
be able to endure one another. A client will often pro-ject his poorly developed functions upon the therapist,
a source of transference. The fit between client and
therapist, the attraction and repulsion, or both of
marital partners can be explained by Jung's personality
typology.
Again helping clients achieve their wholeness
and ipso facto more adequate social adaptations may
require that we be alert -to their undeveloped functions.
It is of interest to this writer who was both
a member of a settlement house and received his basic
professional training in settlement houses how Jungian
theory was put into practice without recognizing it as
such. Much of social work with groups described by Wilson
and Ryland 23 can be reconceptualized as utilizing program
(e.g. drama, dances, crafts, games) as methods for helping
clients get in touch with and develop both their superior
and inferior functions. Part of the therapeutic impact
of the settlement may have been to assist clients to
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become aware of and integrate their shadows; As we
change partners in a square dance each of our partners
becomes the mirror of a projected shadow or personality
type aspect of ourselves.
To summarize, Jung's concept of wholeness honors
social work's commitment to the client's strengths rather
Than weaknesses. The shadow and undeveloped asects of
one's personality require development rather than denunci-
ation.
Jung regards society as a superordinate to the
individual, another arena of compatibility between his
and our crofession's perspectives. It was probably
because of his own need to partialize, to work out his
own arena of cognitive mastery that Jung chose To focus
upon the psyche simultaneously recognizing the surer-
ordinate a priori importance of society. It is urising
to discover that
........ Q .is intereste rima in
the individual; but from the larger per-
spective of the study of man he regards
society as the prior fact. Society and the
social exDeriences of history are ultimately
the main suppliers of the individual psyche.
It comes about then that while his primary
focus is on the individual personality, the
conception of individuality is not a given
fact for him but only a derivative of the
more fundamental category of societyt 4
Similar to Mead's 25 view, Jung sees society as
strongest and most vital when the individuals within it
can express the archetypes of their collective unconscious
in the symbols of their particular society. 26  Social
Work's social action orientation when viewed from a
Jungian perspective requires changing our society and its
concomitant symbols so through these symbols each of the
persons we work with can express the meaning o& his or
her life.
Another major contribution of Jung related to
discovering our wholeness is the integration of both
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our masculinity and feminity. Here again a subtlety
distinguishes Jung and Freud. This subtlety has major
implications for the understanding of mental anguish and
its alleviation.
Freud's Patriarchy tends to devalue the feinine
as lesser, at times pathological. Similar to disowning
the shadow it is oreferable for men to disown their
femininity and for women to dlisown their masculinity.
Through his anima- animus concepts, the feminine essence
in man and the masculine essence in women, Junk postulates
that becoming a whole person requires that we accept and
integrate the opposite sex within us. Time and space
prevent a full discussion about the role of the afore-
mentioned integration in the enrichment of our creativity
and seifhood. The reader is encouraged to read June
Singer's 2 7 "Boundaries of the Soul" for a fuller exposi-
tion. It is more comforting and more therapeutically
helpful to persons to perceive and accept their inner
opposite sex attitudes and feelings as part of their whole-
ness rather than as homosexual, or sick, or both.
The religiousness of Jung's theory, theretofore
viewed pejoratively, has the potential for being the
source of our inner personal and professional spiritual
renewal. "All the power of creation are in us and we are
in them" says Tillich,7R We have looked to our extraverted
empiricism to help us find how we can best serve the
persons who consult us wifl their difficulties. "4ighty
casework has struck out, extraverted empiricism has
thrown back into our faces. Jung would support logical
positivist research. He prided himself for repudiating
either-or positions in favor of both-and positions.
Perhaps the time has come to accelerate looking inward to
the collective unconscious, to the objective reality
within, for practice principles. Many of our social work
theoreticians3 0 mply, if not expicitly state, their
belief that we possess an innate autonomous a priori self
whose dictates are equal to social and cultural inputs to
personality development. We accept many of Freud's
teaching but find it difficult to accept that it was Freud
who first conceptualized the collective unconscious. It
is Jung who brings the concept to the collective uncon-
scious to its logical conclusion.
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The God complex,31 says Jung, is an errpiricaI
cross cultural reality. D isbelief in the sacred is
partially a by product of belief in logical positivist
scientific method. Scientific method itself- nas become
religion. At its worst scientific method devoid of thefeeling function of the ego led to the Nazi holocaust.
A- 4its best many toD ranking creative scientists talk
about their more spiritual hunches which '. eac Them- to
discovery. Robert JasTrow ounder and director of
NASA's Goddard Institute for Space Studies, a theoretical
physicist and astronomer w-th high creden-tia 2 c c-resces
the aforementioned point in tne rollowing manner:
......... it is imrossible to ever find by
scientiFic reasoning what the creative
rorce or -the prime mover of the energy was
that brought this universe of: ours IntobD--I.. "So the scientists have .intad
themselves into a corner by proving by
their own methods that there are forces are
1rces in this world--and you can call them
God or the forces of physics--that are for-
ever boyond the reach of scientific inquiry.
And that's ust mind blowing to me. This a
Doint of co.,tact between science and
religious thinking that goes beyond the
s'nerficial resemblance of the flash of
light to a few passages in the Bible."
Whether one's faith rests in Spinoza's antheasm--
God or nature take your fick,--Darwin's natural selection,
or the Deity, it is this author's belief that the self
exists a priori, be it caused by laws cf nature, inherited
mutationsz, or a G od given essence one can choose to reject
or fulfill. This author also agrees with Jung's view that
-he rs-:che is the product of the impact of external
natural and social phenomena upon a pre-formed human
essence- Jung r ms the necessi[ty for reexpcrin and
rediscovering our inner essence. W4hile reud bel-ed us to
look within to cdiscover how our personal unconscious, our
early experiences with the significant others in our livesi
ca: trip us up or be a source of inspiration, Jung's
collective unconscious, containing the wisdom of eternity,
may also be an objective source of our creative
insciration and creative growth.
The imagery of two social work examples may
help the reader make contact with Jung's ideas. Imagine
the brutalized child moving into adolescence and adult-
hood sear c h inc .within for his or her sexual identitv _
ne sr che has -rcwn up in a predominantly single sex
correctional facility, or in a single parent family.Kagan 33 states that such children may have encountered
sigificant others who can serve as role mcdels far
e-INhy eveoment. !n some circustar.ces the persona!
enVrorments of such children are so poor that ilt 1
difficult to convincingly explain the individual's source
of inner strength by significant persons in his or her
social envirnant. Th'i writer's c.ca exerience
:as forced h to face the -DCsibiliTV, t ai ne .div
ual's inner capacity to grow may reszde in the person's
ability to make contact with -the anima-animus and
archetypes of his or her collective unconscious. The
rerson ha-teed as a child, the nersondeori.ed of an
opCosite or same sex role model may be hel ed to .ake
contact with the archetype of the wise old man or the
great mother within the a priori collective unconscious of
his or her psyche. This inner imago, n addition to
external I rodels, perhaps even instead o: external
role models. may ideed be the source of the person's
growth.
Conclusion
To paraphrase Bellow's3L restatement of Spinoza's
philosophy in "Humboldt's Gift," once you grant a flying
stone consciousness you've granted it free will. Jung's
belief that snirit is granted to us a crio:-; i 7l
collective unconscious deserves a hearing. Consistent
with Jung's "both and" position perhaps we have swung the
pendulum as far as it can go in the direction of extra-
verted logical positivism. =Per-hs it is time we mine
introverted phenomenology for the truths within ourselYes
as both persons and healers. Perhaps it is time we help
the persons we work with mine the truths within themselves.
: These explorations may be the arena of the future growth
of the profession. Since this oaer belongs to Jung let
me allow him to speak for himself about having an cpen
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mind so his ideas can be given a receptive hearing:
I was often amazed to the point of despair
at the presumption of the organized knowledge
and discipline of my day and their common
attitude of all knowingness which I en-
countered everywhere among men in command of
religious, scientific, and philosophic
heights. i was enraged by their lack of
just ordinary, natural, healthy curiosity in
what they did not know and their instant dis-
missal as irrelevant, superstitious, or
mystical rubbish of what seemed to me pointers
towards increased knowledge and new areas for
investigation.35
Jung says that there is something above and
beyond ourselves yet present within ourselves which if
ignored can cause us psychic distress. Freud looked to
Jung as his logical successor. Jung refused to lose his
identity by becoming a symbiotic non-individuated shadow
of Freud. It is this writer's opinion that Freud, as in
many circumstances is again proven eminently correct, in
part if not in toto. in this writer's view Jung has
picked up Freud's torch and has brought many of his
mentor's and beloved collaborators pioneer explorations
to their next stages of development. One is advised to
be open to the possibility that Jung's ideas are the
transitions between our current and a higher stage of con-
sciousness.
In this paper I have endgavored to explain why
Jung was repudiated. McBroom~b points out that Maddi
was forced to include Jung in his book about systems of
psychotherapy because of student pressure. 1 have also
attempted to demonstrate that Jung's views about the pre-
eminent role and importance of society, his views about
wholeness rather than pathology or patriarchal perfection,
his views about integrating one's masculinity and feminin-
ity rather than viewing the opposite sex within us as
sick, and his faith in the unconscious are all part of and
compatible with social work practice and values. We have
been open to many perspectives. Let us be open to a view
that attempts to put us in touch with the spirit within us.
Let us allow Jung's noble spirit to enrich our profession.
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